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Executive Vice President – Organizational Performance
My Passion is to help leaders enhance their capabilities to drive 
outstanding organizational performance.

Executive Coach and certified in organizational transformation 
and multiple organizational and leadership assessments

Focus on converting strategy to practical implementation

Public Speaker who focuses on how leaders get things done

Advisor to multiple Fortune 500 C-Suite Executives, Board of 
Directors and many small privately held companies

Director, Organizational Performance
Designs custom development programs for intact and 
distributed teams
Measures results through engagement surveys, team 
analysis and assessments
Delivers one-to-one Executive Coaching, team workshops, 
retreats, and leadership development programs
Dynamic speaker who raises awareness, emphasizes 
outcomes and inspires action
Advisor to C-Suite executives and Board Directors

MICHAEL SHOOK BARBARA STEWART

INTRODUCTIONS
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Key Objectives For 
This Presentation

• Communicating how successful leaders  
focus on strategy development and 
implementation

• “Why”, “What” and “How”.
• Challenging strategic leaders to accept that 

successful strategy is 15% development, 
85% execution and communication. 

• We know this, but we don’t act like we know 
this….. 

• To confirm that strategy is ALWAYS about 
growth

• Communicating that strategy is never 
“complete” and requires an ever-evolving 
organization, market awareness and 
leadership framework.
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Ideal and practical 
strategy is an action-
based plan, which 
focuses on execution, 
that creates the ideal 
experience for your 
organization, its 
employees, customers 
and other stakeholders

The Role of Strategy in Your Organization

Strategy
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Execution and Communication are the Keys



Every 
Business 
Strategy 
Book You 

Read Has A 
Planning 
Process
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Why Do our 
Transformational 
Strategies Fail So 
Often?

• Why – Compelling reason but we don’t communicate why 
this is important to transform! 

• Strategy Change or Renewal
• M&A
• Technology Change
• Leadership Change
• Marketplace Change

• What – What to transform, which is where we spend our 
time and energy deciding.

• Our approach to winning in the market
• Our approach to delivering a value proposition
• Our approach to a differentiated customer experience
• Our approach to a differentiated employee experience
• Processes, Technology and Tools
• Culture

• How – We don’t spend the time or energy necessary to 
communicate, translate and align the organization!

• Transform culture
• Transform the organization
• Transform the market/make competitors irrelevant
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Cultural/Strategic Transformation Best Practices
Playbook for Cultural and Strategic Transformation

8

ENVISION ENGAGE ENERGIZE ENABLE

Define the scope of the cultural  transformation 
and implementation strategy

Create a blueprint for the future – define the 
ideal cultural state (leadership survey and 
interviews)

Build a measurable business case which relates 
the business strategy to the cultural ideal state

Establish the governance structure to address 
conflicts between operational and the cultural 
transformational priorities

Develop a risk management strategy: business, 
organizational, technology

Organize the cultural transformational 
leadership team and associated workshops

Evaluate (organizational survey and baseline) 
the cultural enablers / inhibitors to the 
transformation

Identify the stakeholders and competing 
initiatives

Conduct a cultural transformation  impact 
analysis

Determine how to manage the state of 
transformation readiness

Build  and execute the communications 
strategy: internal and external for the 
transformation

Workshops to design the new operational 
capabilities (workflow, resources, and 
technology) to align with and implement the 
new culture

Develop the target operating model 
implementation plan

Realign work and resources to pre-position 
organizational responsibilities for new cultural 
operating model 

Execute the cultural implementation plan

Create Cultural Stewardship through Leadership 
Coaching 

Build a sustainability plan

Implement a transition 360 dashboard to 
monitor progress and create feedback/course 
correction decisions

Update operational and organizational systems 
(policies, procedures, performance mgmt., etc.) 
to match the changes as they are deployed

Building a vision of the future state Translating the strategy to all Creating organizational momentum Operationalize the changes

O
ut

co
m

es

• A clearly defined and measurable  future 
state for the culture

• Leadership alignment on the objectives and 
structure  of the cultural transformation

• Business case and goals for the cultural 
transformation

• Risk register which defines the RTB/CTB 
risks and mitigating actions

• Your cultural transformation strategy is 
translated to operational and 
organizational changes, work 
processes and objectives

• Alignment across key stakeholders on 
the strategy moving forward

• A risk management plan

• The organization is motivated and 
mobilized to adopt the changes and 
properly aligned through 
communications

• Related processes and systems are 
changed

• Culture aligned with Strategy

• The changes are ingrained into the 
organization’s culture for sustainability

• Executives who are sensitive to cultural 
design and cultural change management 
through specific actions and behaviors

• A real time monitoring of culture and its 
operational impact on desktop dashboards

• A redesigned culture aligned with the 
organizational strategy



The Strategy to Performance Gap
It is All About Execution

Desired Future

Vision
Where you’re going

and why

Big Goals
Way out there

Mission (path to get there)

Strategies (what, where & how)

Scorecard (measurable, specific, time frames)

Initiatives (competencies in action—work by people)

Management
& Operations

Present

Future

“A great strategy 
implemented poorly 
gives you a poor result;
A mediocre strategy 
implemented 
excellently, gives you 
an excellent result!”
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How Do We Align the Organization to the Need for Strategic and Transformational Leadership?

Engagement + Alignment = Excellent Execution 

Susan Scott – Fierce Leadership

https://www.amazon.com/Fierce-Leadership-Alternative-Practices-Business-ebook/dp/B002OK2OQ2/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=fierce+leadership&qid=1617034607&sr=8-2


Strength (Lead from here) Opportunity

ThreatWeakness

Market/Competitor ExternalInternal

Leverage

Problem

Strategy is ALWAYS ABOUT GROWTH
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The Balanced Scorecard
The Execution Scorecard
Kaplan and Norton

12
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Once We Change The Strategy, How Do We Engage the Staff?

“Say… Wait 
just a dang 
minute, 
here… 
We forgot the 
cattle!”
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Communicating the Why in Strategic Transformation

• Why is communicating the “Why” important?
• Organizational Alignment – “Execution”  

• Burning Platform – human nature
• People, especially smart people, have to be 

motivated to change what they have been 
successfully doing in the past

• “Culture eats strategy”
• Organizational Execution is always about Trust

• People only allow people they trust, to 
influence them

• Three levels of trust
• Communicate, communicate, communicate

• Which requires a sophisticated listening 
process and structure
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Definition

Communication: from Latin communicare, meaning "to 
share“

Effective communication is the ability to manage ourselves 
and influence others appropriately through verbal, written, 
and visual means.
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Why Do We 
Communicate?

The purpose of communication is to:

• Deliver information

• Influence

• Create awareness

• Stimulate debate and discussion

• Provide feedback loop
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The Human Side
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Five Questions to be Answered in Communication
• What is happening (what are the 

strategy initiatives, priorities and 
what is changing?)

• Why are we doing this?
• What will I see during the 

changes to indicate that things 
are really happening?

• How will this affect me?
• What do you want me to do?
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Formula for Effective Communication
Whom do we need to 

reach?
(Audience)

Why do we need to 
reach them? 

(Purpose)

What do they need 
to know?
(Message)

How will it impact 
them?
(Effect)

What do we need 
from them?

(Action)

How and when will 
we communicate? 

(Follow up)

Feedback
Mechanism

(Listen)

Customers To deliver info What is the goal of 
the communication?

What beliefs might 
they have?

Their input Method/Media (face-
to-face, two-way)

Feedback mechanisms 
to evaluate impact of 
messages

Direct Report(s) Influence Behavior What might they
need to know, hear, 
express?

What are the 
questions you 
need to ask them?

Buy-in Events/Vehicles 
(meetings, training, 
newsletter, activities)

Strategic 
Transformation Teams 
which work with 
leadership

Manager/Staff Create Awareness What might we
need to know, hear, 
express?

Engagement People who will 
communicate the 
messages

Listening posts 
throughout the 
organization

Board of Directors Stimulate debate or 
discussion

Their plan for action Timing (start, 
frequency, duration)

Peers (same level) Provide feedback 
loop

Focus/support for 
the next X weeks, 
months
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What Should the Outcome Look Like?
• Leaders that focus on communication, especially on the 

“why” 
• Leaders who regularly engage others on the “what and 

how”. 
• Leaders who provide and accept feedback in appropriate 

ways 
• Leaders who build trust within the staff, in the organization 

and its ability to win 
• Leaders who understand that most major change requires 

periods of Compliance, Integration and Internalization
• Leaders who are proactive in developing plans for market 

changes, and create energy around moving to a future state
• A culture that values transformational leaders and the 

behaviors that those leaders exhibit (Motivation, Capability 
and Capacity to promote transformational leadership)
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Resources

• Books
• Fierce Leadership – Susan Scott
• Balanced Scorecard – Kaplan and Norton

• HBR – Quick reads
• Stay on Message to Win Buy-In
• A Simple Communication Mistake to Avoid
• Want Stronger Relationships at Work? 

Change the way You Listen.

• Endeavor Management
• Essentials of Organizational 

Communication

https://www.amazon.com/Fierce-Leadership-Alternative-Practices-Business-ebook/dp/B002OK2OQ2/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=fierce+leadership&qid=1617034607&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Balanced-Scorecard-Translating-Strategy-Action/dp/0875846513/ref=sr_1_2?crid=1OU1Q15AJGVX8&dchild=1&keywords=balanced+scorecard+kaplan+and+norton&qid=1616963320&sprefix=balanced+scor%2Caps%2C185&sr=8-2
https://hbr.org/2011/01/stay-on-message-to-win-buy-in
https://hbr.org/2011/04/a-simple-communication-mistake
https://hbr.org/2020/07/want-stronger-relationships-at-work-change-the-way-you-listen
https://www.endeavormgmt.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/Essentials-of-Organizational-Communication.pdf
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Q&A



THANK YOU

www.endeavormgmt.com

950 Echo Lane, Suite 200, Houston, TX 77024

@EndeavorMgmt

Contact
800-846-4051

info@endeavormgmt.com

www.linkedin.com/endeavormgmt

We look forward to working with you
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